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Visiting artist shares his Indigenous
printmaking with UM students
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According to Marwin Begaye, when the Navajo deities
were creating man, they prayed to the cardinal directions:
north, south, east and west. From each direction, a
different bird appeared to the gods. The north produced
the hummingbird. The shimmering lights of the Aurora
Borealis stuck to the hummingbird’s feathers, which
explains the iridescent red and green the bird is known
for. 

Fifty-two-year-old Begaye uses the art of printmaking to
share the stories he grew up hearing on the Navajo
reservation in New Mexico. 

“All the prints are in reference to my relationship with
landscape and culture, especially culture stories,” he said.

This past week, the University of Oklahoma professor
came to UM to share his knowledge and ideas with art
students as a part of MATRIX Press’s Visiting Artist
Program.

An artform of replication, printmaking allows Begaye to
produce dozens of copies of a single piece, which then can
be altered with different colors and patterns. One piece he
created with students during his time at UM represented
the story of the hummingbird.

The bottom of the piece is blue, reminiscent of both
reflective water and the Milky Way. The deep red and
yellow in the center represent the morning, leading up to
a purple dawn on top, all with the incandescent
hummingbird in the center, its head surrounded by a halo
of light.

“I’m trying to bring these stories I grew up with into a
contemporary setting,” Begaye said. “That’s what stories
are for.”

Begaye has been printmaking for 30 years now. He
entered the craft while attending the Institute of
American Indian Arts in Santa Fe mostly by accident.

“There was a workshop happening for these visiting
Australian artists, and they literally just needed warm
bodies, people to fill the seats,” Begaye said. “They said,
‘We’ll give you lunch, just pretend you’re making art.’ Of
course, my curiosity grew from there.”

A quick look through Begaye’s art portfolio would soon
reveal a common theme: He likes birds. Herons,
cormorants, magpies, ravens — all of these feathered
creatures are featured in a variety of his prints. The
reason, once again, ties to Begaye’s Navajo heritage.

“Birds are the animals that can be both in the air and on
the ground,” he said. “They’re the messengers between us
and the sky. That’s why feathers are so important in
Navajo cultures and rituals.”

Beyond the subjects of the prints, other aspects tie to
Begaye’s childhood. Each bird appears in front of an
intricate, patterned background. Begaye said the
backgrounds are meant to be reminiscent of rugs his
grandmother used to weave, whether that be reflected
through shimmering water or endless sky.

Despite the deeply personal narrative behind each piece,
Begaye doesn’t dwell on them long.

“I’m always onto the next thing,” he said. “If you pick out
a piece you like most, you’re stuck with that image — I’m
too restless. Even as the students were working on these
prints, I’d be in the back creating more ideas in my head.
As I mix colors and see how they print, I’m thinking
about the next colors and the next patterns.” 

Over the course of his
three-day stay, Begaye
and the art students
created 100 prints in
total. Half of the works
belong to Begaye, and
the other half will stay at
the University with
MATRIX.

MATRIX Press has been
a presence in UM’s art

scene for more than 20 years now. Founded by the head
of UM’s printmaking division James Bailey in 1998, the
organization has brought 24 different nationally and
internationally known artists to the University.

According to Bailey, the opportunities to work with these
masters of the craft is what helps the students fully
understand the artform.

“Some of these students haven’t done a lot of
printmaking,” Bailey said. “So this is a really good
opportunity to immerse themselves in it with the help of
an expert.” 

Out of those 24 artists, half have been of Indigenous
heritage.

“A lot of artists I admire have been through the
University of Montana,” Begaye said. “It’s a bit like the
who’s who of the Native art scene. I’m proud to finally be
a part of that crew.”

Printmaking is alive and well at UM, but it tends to be
forgotten within the art scene, Begaye said.

“When people think art, they think painting and
sculpture,” he said. “Prints fall through the cracks. It’s not
a singular, one-and-done thing. Prints work with
multiples … and sometimes because of that those pieces
are seen as lesser.” 

However, that doesn’t stop Begaye from stressing its
importance.

“A lot of cultures have used printmaking to contend
information,” he said. “It’s for spreading the revolution
and underground books. It’s a very democratic art form.
Comparing painting to printmaking is like a person using
a fax machine to send a message compared to using social
media. Printmaking is the social media of the art world.
It’s for everyone.”

Begaye’s favorite part of working with MATRIX, as well
as teaching at his university, is sharing printmaking’s
importance with the students.

“At their age, they’re still floating. They aren’t tethered to
a narrative, and that gives them a chance to develop their
own — to find their own stories. I love being in the room
when they do,” he said. 

Visiting artist Marwin Begaye, 52, explains his most
recent Indigenous printmaking work, which shows
how he views nature and as a way to share the
stories he grew up hearing from his Navajo
upbringing. The magpie he’s pointing to is encircled
in clouds representing the climate in which they can
usually be found. 
Ridley Hudson / Montana Kaimin

Begaye explains his ongoing
printmaking work with students at UM.
The birds in Begaye’s artwork convey
the messages from his tribe. Birds are
the messengers between people and
the sky, contributing to many rituals
with the Navajo people. 
Ridley Hudson / Montana Kaimin
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Speaking of: For any UM fans interested in the 
bball tourney this week, @kaiminsports editor 
@jackmarshalliii is on the ground in Boise 
covering games for us. Be sure to check in on his 
Twitter and the Kaimin sport’s for updates  
https://twitter.com/MontanaKaimin/status/1501395
609638428672
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Lady Griz fall to NAU in first round of the Big Sk…
The University of Montana women’s basketball team
lost to the hot-handed Northern Arizona Lumberjacks
57-75 on March 8 in what was UM’s fifth-straight loss
in the Big Sky Conference Tournament.
montanakaimin.com
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The Letter K is the Montana Kaimin's weekly newsletter
featuring online-only content and our biggest stories from
our printed paper.
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EDITORIAL

Missoula’s local journalism continues
to downsize

6 hrs ago

As workers quietly removed the letters adhered to the side
of the old Missoulian building on Higgins Avenue last
week, Missoula continues to silently creep toward a
fundamental change. 

OPINION

Opinion: UM’s removal of mask
mandate reveals a cold calculus

Andy Tallman Updated Mar 3, 2022

I took the multiple sclerosis diagnosis pretty well, all
things considered.
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‘Pulling the Rug Out’

Emily Tschetter / Montana Kaimin Updated Mar 3, 2022

When the University Faculty Association, the premier union on
campus, met on Feb. 18, public commenters had only one topic
in mind: Loss of the mask mandate at the University of
Montana.
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Monte Unmasked

Tye Brown / Montana Kaimin Feb 24, 2022

Few individuals are as notable in Missoula as one certain
grizzly bear, perpetually agrin, always wearing his headband
and double zero jersey. Closely associated with hometown
pride, but recognizable by fans from coast to coast, Monte has
been the face of the University of Montana for nearly…
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Big Sky Film Festival Preview

Nancy Beston, Max Dupras, Anna Henning, Mariah Karis,
Clarise Larson, Jack Marshall, Josh Moyar, Asa Metcalfe,
Mariah Thomas, Haley Yarborough / Montana Kaimin
Updated Feb 18, 2022

After two years in a pandemic-ridden world, the return of
traditions has been a demonstration of resilience. The Big Sky
Film Festival — in its 19th year — is back in person after a year
of completely virtual screenings, proving the annual event is
here to stay. 
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Will you be my queer valentine?

Clarise Larson / Montana Kaimin Updated Feb 10, 2022

Love is not an emotion most people feel after being pepper-
sprayed. But for Bekah Redinger, it was. Well, after the
burning subsided. 
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To the Brink

Mariah Thomas / Montana Kaimin Updated Feb 3, 2022

As a University of Montana resident assistant in Jesse Hall last
fall, sophomore Alex Crisp says he dealt with many high-stress
situations, from consoling students with suicidal thoughts to
helping those who had been sexually assaulted and others
who’d experienced alcohol poisoning. One mome…
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Interwoven: The Story of Montana Baskets

After living half her life not knowing her Indigenous heritage, Valerie Veis explores her past and future through a passion for basket weaving.
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